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Abstract
Parallels of cancer with ecology and evolution have provided new insights into the initiation and spread of cancer and new approaches to therapy. This review describes those parallels while emphasizing some key contrasts. We argue that cancers are less like invasive species than like native species or even crops that have escaped control and that ecological control and homeostatic control differ fundamentally through both their ends and their means. From our focus on the role of positive interactions in control processes, we introduce a novel mathematical modeling framework that tracks how individual cell lineages arise and how the many layers of control breakdown in the emergence of cancer. The next generation of therapies must continue to look beyond cancers as being created by individual renegade cells and address not only the network of interactions those cells inhabit but also the evolutionary logic that created those interactions and their intrinsic vulnerability.
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Introduction
A growing literature examines cancer from an ecological and evolutionary perspective [1]. The many parallels begin from two key ecological observations: Individuals interact with each other and with their environment in the ‘ecological theater’ [2] and individuals differ in ways that alter the outcome of those interactions [3]. Differences among individuals are the raw material for evolution, and interactions with other cells are the most important part of the selective environment [4]. Modern techniques have revealed the key role of heterogeneity within tumors [3]. High heterogeneity can make tumors more likely to progress, in part because there is more variation available for selection [5–7]. Indeed, genome instability has joined the ranks of ‘enabling characteristics’ among the influential hallmarks of cancer [8]. The dynamic nature of this ecological and evolutionary process requires us to rethink treatment strategies as a game between physicians and an ever-changing opponent [9,10].

Ecological theory has shifted from a focus on closed systems, such as succession within a single community, to the study of open systems with constant flows of resources and species. Ecological communities are seen as neither tightly coevolved nor tightly organized but rather as assemblages of species that seem to work together [11]. Similarly, the tissues of our bodies are connected with each other and harbor many cells that fail to behave according to their fixed roles and tissues have evolved to be robust against aberrant connections and cell deviations [12,13]. But both tissues and communities remain vulnerable. Ecological communities can suffer devastating effects from invasive species [14], often used as an analogy with the escape of cancer cells from their fixed roles [9,15].

The evolution of cancer has analogies with evolution within populations; it is a progressive process favoring rapidly replicating and persistently surviving cells [16]. But there is a fundamental difference: Cell fitness results from the functioning of the entire system, with selection on the fitness of individual cells effectively suppressed in somatic tissue. In fact, the body works best when it minimizes evolution [17].

Here, we examine and challenge the analogies between ecology and cancer. We consider how highly regulated cell systems, finely tuned machines that rarely fail but do so catastrophically, differ from ecological systems that must tolerate high variability and conclude with implications for therapy.
Cancer and invasive species

Biological invasions, in which a new species enters an existing community, occur in several steps including transport, colonization, establishment, and spread. The process is likely to fail at each step [15], and a successful invasion is perhaps the least likely outcome of an introduction [14]. Introduction often creates a genetic bottleneck, and the ensuing evolutionary response to novel environments is constrained by that initial diversity [18]. Cancers parallel this broad picture. A newly evolved lineage of cancer cells is even less likely to survive the steps of invasion: intravasation, circulation and survival, extravasation, establishment, and angiogenesis [15,19]. Success requires evolutionary responses to novel challenges despite the lack of genetic diversity when the lineage emerged.

Many biological invasions have a lag before spread [14]. Possible causes include simple stochasticity, the Allee effect where a species requires a critical mass of individuals to grow [20], and the potentially slow process of evolutionary or behavioral adaptation to a novel environment. In cancers, a period of dormancy can occur for similar reasons. This period often does not end; a large number of people carry dormant cancers that never progress [21]. Recent evidence has revealed one fundamental difference between the early phases of cancers and biological invasions. Biological invasions typically actively spread from their boundary, while metastases appear to be generated early and remain dormant for a long time even while the main tumor is progressing [22,23]. Dormancy may be broken by many factors, including local disturbance [24], senescence of noncancerous cells that were initially better adapted to their microenvironment [5], or release of a proliferative signal from the primary site [19,23].

Invasion ecology began by seeking to identify the characteristics of species that become successful invaders. Although it seemed that successful invaders should have high fecundity and dispersal [25], it has proven nearly impossible to predict the outcome of invasion from a species’ traits [14]. Indeed, the most consistent predictor is a history of past invasions. Similarly, it remains difficult to predict which precancerous cells will eventually become invasive [26], while the fact of multiple metastases from a single tumor argues that a history of past invasion predicts future invasion.

The second challenge for invasion ecology is to predict which ecological communities are prone to invasion. The original answer based on the notion of biotic resistance that diverse communities are less likely to be invaded because of more efficient resource use or the lack of ‘empty niches’ has received mixed support at best [14]; numerous studies show the opposite effect [27]. We do not know about research on this in cancer, whether tissues with more diverse cell types are more resistant to cancer or metastasis. It has been suggested that disturbance creates pools of unused resources needed by invaders in ecology [25] or in cancer [28] or opens up other opportunities for invasion [29]. This too has not been generally demonstrated. Indeed, the causal arrow itself has been questioned, with invaders possibly creating disturbance rather than vice versa.

Individuals at the expanding border of an invasion or tumor have different environments, histories, and selective pressure from those closer to the center. Those with higher dispersal ability are sometimes found at the range boundaries [25]. However, selection for dispersal might be stronger near the center of the range where competition is strong. We share the view that dispersal is a real trait of organisms, favored by natural selection, while metastasis is merely a consequence of local movement within a tumor and invasion around it [15].

Because of the differences between cancer and ecological invasions, we suggest that many cancers (with the exception of transmissible cancers [30]), are less like invasive species than like native species that have escaped control. Indigenous weeds do not have to overcome dispersal barriers and have a shared evolutionary history with other native species [31], as do cancer cells with their healthy neighbors. A new continent may be far more novel than a new tissue, where cells share similar sizes, genetic expression, and overall immune profile [15]. Cancers can also be compared to crop-derived invasives, which escape from their coddled environment and lose traits favored in crops such as low ‘shattering’ (seed dispersal at maturity) [25]. In the same way, cancer cells escape the domestication of their well-regulated tissue. The escape from control that characterizes cancer cells is thus less like the novelty that allows an invasive species to succeed but more like a breakdown of delicately balanced control mechanisms.

Cancer and ecology: the role of positive interactions

Ecological populations are regulated by local biotic and resource interactions which have coevolved in current and past communities. Cell regulation in healthy tissues is in many ways similar. Competition for oxygen and glucose parallels exploitation competition for resources, and control by the immune system parallels control by natural enemies. Other interactions among cells have ecological analogues; antigrowth factors act like allelochemicals and contact inhibition functions like interference competition or territoriality [8].

Within the body, cells work together. The plethora of positive interactions also have ecological parallels. Mutualists in both systems, frequently fungi in ecology and cells from the immune system or other regulatory
systems in the body, can enhance access to resources or growth factors and suppress antigrowth factors or immune cells. Individuals create public goods, through recruitment of generalist mutualists, direct enhancement of resource supply, or protection, which benefit the collective [32].

We argue that the network of negative and positive interactions that characterize tissue regulation underlies both the robustness of the system and its vulnerability and that positive interactions among cancer cells themselves play a secondary role. After heterogeneity builds up, positive interactions among cells are unlikely and their rarity could explain why most tumors fail to develop at all [33]. Complementation, where different cells express different cancer hallmarks, could be the most common positive interaction, and the most likely emerge early in a tumor [20].

Examples of positive interactions among cancer cells include overexpression of interleukin-11 by a small number of cells that aid the majority that express fos-induced growth factor (FIGF) [3] and a related system where interleukin-11 lineages increase the growth of other cells through mediation by the tumor microenvironment [34]. Exosomes transport compounds between cells and are involved in cancer pathways ranging from the response to hypoxia and the epithelial–mesenchymal transition to metastasis [35]. That cancer cells do not fully lose apoptotic pathways argues for a social role of even this hallmark of cancer, perhaps promoting cancer progression by opening up space for more aggressive cells [36].

Similar to all cells, the life of a cancer cell is determined by its array of interactions with surrounding cells. Tumors recruit endothelial cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, and macrophages, among many others [24] that can activate the wound healing and the tissue remodeling that support invasion [19]. The immune cells that play these roles are thus a double-edged sword, by fighting cancer but promoting growth and by releasing factors that downregulate its own ability to fight cancer [5]. The ‘one-renegade cell’ model fails to appreciate this ecological context [37]. In the most radical view, the environment could reconstitute an entire tumor even after its complete destruction [13].

A modeling approach

We have developed a minimal modeling framework to capture the eco-evolutionary progress of cancers from initiation to escape and to contrast with ecological invasion and spread. Cells interact with five elements of their environment (Figure 1).

1. Growth factor $G$ that promotes growth,
2. Anti-growth factor $A$ that reduces growth,
3. Resources $R$ that are essential for growth,
4. Immune response $I$,
5. Mutualists $M$.

Figure 1

Strategic diagram of cancer interactions. Arrows indicate activation and flat-headed segments inhibition.
4. Immune cells $I$ that can control aberrant lines, 5. Mutualist cells $M$ that can enhance growth through recruitment of growth factor or resource or by suppression of anti—growth factor or immunity.

We model evolution as changes in the parameter values that quantify interactions of cancer cells with each other and with their environment, tracking a variable number of cell lineages as they are generated by mutation or lost to extinction. Control is implemented through oncogene-induced senescence [38] that increases death rates in cells that grow too aggressively and by immune removal of cells that differ significantly from the initial type. Starting with a population entirely of normal cells,
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Model populations of all cell lineages. (a) With strong control, the population shows a high degree of cell turnover with constant population size. (b) With weak control, turnover is associated with a steadily increasing population. The dark green line shows the population of unaltered cells, the bright green lines cells altered in aspects that do not directly affect fitness, and darker gray lines cells with traits increasingly different from the original type.
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Populations of all model elements. (a) With strong control. (b) With weak control. Model elements as in Figure 1 with N representing normal or unaltered cells.
the system generates numerous novel lineages that mirror normal cell variation but can escape and grow if control systems are weak or break down (Figure 2).

In the model, two interacting processes enable escape from control: a breakdown of the enforcement mechanisms and the co-option of mutualists (Figure 3). After weakening of the enforcement system, precancerous cells can enlist mutualists to further enhance growth, often through public goods that do not benefit any particular lineage but which may create the permissive environment for a positive feedback involving tumor heterogeneity. The observation that healthy tissue harbors many mutations that resemble those in cancer [39] coupled with the difficulty of predicting which of those cells will eventually become dangerous [26] argues for the multistage complexity of the escape process.

Implications for therapy

Ecological and evolutionary thinking has inspired innovative approaches to therapies that attack targets associated with fewer side effects or that delay or evade resistance [21]. For example, cancers that rely on positive interactions should respond to targeting of those mechanisms [20] or to attack on cells that support the cancer [40]. A ‘double bind’ might be key to avoiding resistance, whereby resistance to one agent makes a cancer more vulnerable to a second [9].

Treatment strategies for cancer parallel those for invasive species [41].

- Surgery and physical removal eliminate the most visible parts of the invasion but rarely fully eradicate and must be complemented with other treatments. In addition to their beneficial effects, the inevitable disturbance from these methods has the potential to allow secondary invasions [23].
- Chemotherapy and pesticides seek to kill only their targets, but their very effectiveness creates side effects through damage to nontarget individuals and strong selection for resistance.
- Immunotherapy and biological control use the power and specificity of biology against itself, with extraordinary results when they work but with a high frequency of unexplained failure and need for combination with other therapies [9].

Treatments can have unintended consequences. Just as controlling one species can open up room for another [14], treatment can open up empty space that other more aggressive cells fill [7] or break the control of clonal interference, killing off the first clones and releasing fitter clones [42]. Similarly, reduction of diversity by treatment could unleash a new round of adaptive radiation [34]. Thinking only of the evolutionary response within tumor cells misses the role of the tumor microenvironment, which can promote many mechanisms of drug resistance [43]. Factors transported between cells can spread resistance beyond the original cell and evade the benefits of combination therapy [13]. Finally, resistance often emerges not through genetic evolution but through behavioral or epigenetic changes that might explain the frequency of resistance in metastases [19].

Plasticity may act like a functional bottleneck that removes cell types with the wrong phenotype [13]. Creative ways to capitalize on these alternative pathways, such as using exosomes to deliver drugs [35], might be key next steps in the game between physicians and cancer [10].

Final thoughts

Despite the many parallels, cancers differ fundamentally from both invasive species and evolving species. Control mechanisms in the body minimize invasion and evolution by suppressing fitness differences among cells in somatic tissues. Evolution, however, cannot be completely turned off. The exigencies of maintaining a metazoan lead to the following seemingly inescapable logic. Life is unpredictable, from both internal and external sources. Coping with these unpredictable ins-ults and errors requires excess capacity. Activating this excess capacity requires regeneration and reprogramming of individual units, a process that necessarily generates genetic and phenotypic errors. Excess capacity must be regulated between insults and turned off after a problem has been addressed. Effective regulation in turn allows for more excess capacity to address problems more quickly. This network of regulation, however, is vulnerable to the very excess capacity it allows. When regulation fails, excess capacity can create catastrophic system breakdown, such as in cancer and autoimmune disease. The ecology of cancer is the ecology of this regulatory network, and our treatment strategies for cancer must move beyond thinking of cancer cells as ‘cheaters’ but rather as one part of a systemic breakdown of regulation.
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